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While adding a new hobby to your
routine can take some extra time as
you're trying to figure everything
out. 

Email
yciurbangrowers@gmail.comGardening can be done indoors;

utilizing small greenhouses or
corners can add a lovely touch
to your home. 

A few more benefits come out
with doing them, such as
improving focus, lowering
stress, and air purification.

If you feel you don't have much time
to spare for gardening, some tips
you can keep in mind to ensure you
can manage your time include
starting small, making it a family
activity, and starting early in the
gardening season. 
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Believe it or not, gardening can be done in
any size area. If you don't have access to a
garden space outdoors, you can make do
with a small corner or balcony space in your
home. Different community gardens may
have an available land plot for you!

A common misconception of gardening is
that it will always be costly. 

It's difficult"
Growing a garden can reduce the amount
of money spent on expenses such as
groceries.

Although this 'potential' reduction in costs
depends on the types of vegetables
grown, supplies bought and other factors.
If done in a cost-effect way by deciding
on low-priced seeds and using certain
materials, gardening can produce a
significant reduction in your financial cost
for food. 

"
Gardening can be a challenge at first when
you're trying out different techniques,
although once you have it all down, it can
be a 

The most significant step needed to ensure
that gardening doesn't become an
overwhelming task includes   

Having a clear idea of the outcome you
want, what you want this garden to serve,
and what supplies you need will allow for a  

PREPPING.   

REWARDING hobby to have.  

SMOOTH beginning.

 " 

Examples of objects you can use as potters: 

GLASS JARS
WATERING CANS
WOODEN BASKETS


